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A New Journey 2021-07

jurnee is a recent college graduate struggling desperately to find a job as a teacher discouraged

she happens upon a chance opportunity to teach in a village in southern india overcoming

anxiety self doubt and cultural differences she finds a home in her new surroundings see india

from her eyes as she narrowly escapes an arranged marriage learns where cashews come from

encounters a king cobra snake and finds love in the most unexpected of places come along with

jurnee as she learns about herself and about a whole new world based on the author s real

experiences you re sure to be on the edge of your seat

Homecoming and Other Short Stories 2012-09-11

remember the five minute fiction section in womens mags of old in this anthology by australian

writer samantha fase you will be transported back to the days of enjoying a quick laugh or cry as

she takes you through a range of emotions from humour to sadness romance to reflection

samanthas subject matter is as diverse as teething dementia gluttony and blind dates theres

even a couple for the kids whether its over a coffee or a chardy this collection of unabashed

chick lit is sure to appeal

Scattered Moments in Time: A Collection of Short Stories &

More 2018-12-17

2020 readers favorite awards gold medal winner scattered moments in time is a collection of

short stories written by samantha a cole an eclectic mix of themes some are quirky and cute or

deep and inspirational while a few are dark and mournful there s a little something for everyone

among the short stories the following are included unconditional love like a dog rescued dog jinx

is on a mission to find his human a mate an adorable story from a canine s point of view
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previously released in the be their voice anthology which is no longer in publication the hatred

within what happens when the president of the united states orders all police departments to be

disbanded and martial law to replace them the members of nypd don t want to find out stoke the

flames when cade realizes jenna is the woman his heart has been searching for he knows he ll

have to work to convince her stoking the flames between them shouldn t be too hard though

after all he is a fireman previously released in the down dirty anthology which is no longer in

publication stud muffin the last person rafe expected to see as a guest at his cousin s wedding

was the woman of his dreams he d worked with suki months earlier on a serial murder case and

he hasn t been able to get her out of his mind since was fate giving him a second opportunity to

get to know her there s only one way to find out

Adventure Stories for Daring Girls 2020-07-31

meet the heroines who don t wait at home while boys have all the adventures this beautifully

illustrated collection brings together a selection of classic children s stories retold by samantha

newman these narratives from around the world showcase strong charismatic independent

female protagonists who know their own minds and make their own decisions inside you will

meet dorothy gale who freed faraway oz from a terrible tyrant hua mulan who became a mighty

warrior legendary throughout ancient china clever and powerful goddess athena of greek myth

who went toe to toe with poseidon and many more these women strike out on their own with self

confidence imagination wit and courage they live without restraint or narrowly defined roles

inspire the world changing women of the future to dream big by fueling their imaginations with

relatable and aspirational role models featuring magical full colour illustrations by khoa le this

book belongs on every girl s bookshelf ideal for children aged 8 stories include gerda and the

snow queen denmark hua mulan china heidi switzerland alice in wonderland uk dorothy and the

wizard of oz usa athena and poseidon s contest for athens greece hinemoa and tutanekai maori

nz about the series arcturus publishing s inspiring heroines series retells classic children s stories
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showcasing strong female protagonists who strike out against adversity and smash stereotypes

featuring enchanting full colour illustrations by khoa le these empowering tales will inspire young

readers to dream big

The Write to Happiness 2020-02-25

the author of write through the crisis teaches how to craft better stories and how writing can

improve the writer s mind and their life the write to happiness is a miraculous tool that helps

writers change their lives in the direction they choose with this book author samantha shad

teaches self help enthusiasts and writers how to create great stories and how writing can change

their life for the better whether it is the main focal point or not samantha shows writers how the

process for positively changing the brain and the process for writing a great story are the same

the write to happiness teaches story structure from the professionals to help writers understand

the power of storytelling while also teaching them why gossiping is central to their existence how

forgetting gives meaning why memory is a myth what happens in your brain when you read and

when you write now you will be able to simultaneously change your life and tell your story praise

for the write to happiness put samantha shad s book at the top of your reading list not just

because of the masterfully delivered scientific data that demonstrates how the act of writing can

provide solace for heart body and soul but especially for the hard won wisdom that teaches how

we can all manifest the confidence to create conscious choice in our lives georgia jeffries author

screenwriter and professor university of southern california school of cinematic arts an intelligent

thoughtful and thoroughly entertaining presentation of the best strategies and tactics for crafting

the best stories carl nordgren author of becoming a creative genius again

Love Stories 2021-12-06

a collection of contemporary romance novellas from new york times bestselling author samantha

young this volume includes novellas previously only available exclusively to newsletter
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subscribers they have now been collated into this romantic collection of modern love stories

includes the forbidden christmas gift it s christmas at shaw s department store in edinburgh reid

shaw should feel nothing but gratified by his success but he s not satisfied because the sexy

scot wants forbidden fruit for christmas evan munro reid s evan s boss he s thirteen years older

than her oh and she s his best friend s little sister new year s eve after ryan drunkenly kisses the

object of her crush joe her sister s father in law at his son s birthday party all she wants to do is

avoid joe for the rest of eternity but when they find themselves stranded alone together on new

year s eve ryan discovers joe most definitely doesn t want to avoid ryan loving valentine micah

green has loved valentine fairchild for over ten years ever since they were kids brought together

by micah s difficult family life too many outside factors have gotten in their way pushing them

further apart over the years but micah no matter how hard he tries can t forget her when he finds

a way to see her again he realizes he s wasted too much time loving valentine from afar now he

just has to convince her to let go of their past so they can move on with their future together

ember in the heart loosely inspired by pride prejudice when ember bonet overhears her sister s

fiancé s best friend uttering rude remarks about the bonet sisters at the engagement party she

instantly dismisses him as a pretentious man child then said man child foster darwin moves into

the house next door along with his five year old daughter making him hard to ignore determined

to keep her distance from foster ember fails when it becomes clear he and georgie need support

in their new life together proximity to one another is too great a temptation and physical

chemistry soon turns into so much more if only ember could get over their age difference and

foster his family pride the paperback edition includes bonus novellas villain a hero novella when

boston s favorite weather girl is blackmailed by her boss into investigating billionaire caine

carraway nadia ray is thrown into the path of his best friend henry lexington villain is an enemies

to lovers companion novella to the new york times bestselling romance hero one day a valentine

novella hazel benny hates valentine s day and has every reason to this year she decides to run

from the dreaded day to the scottish highlands however she never expected to get caught in the

woods with her pants down by american liam brody or that in meeting him her entire life could
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change in just one day

The Road to Solace 2017-05-25

a 2017 readers favorite award silver medal winner a man trying to overcome his past a woman

trying to secure her children s future can they both learn to live in the present and discover that

second chances do exist adam westfield is fresh out of prison and hope his search for purpose

and forgiveness leads him to a widowed mother of two in need of a small miracle unable to find

a hand willing to work for what she can afford sage hammond is struggling to keep her horse

ranch afloat adam appears to be the answer to her prayers as the two transition from strangers

to friends and even more someone else wants the newcomer gone putting sage and her children

in danger adam finds he s willing to sell his soul to protect them but will it be enough

The Dark Dark 2017-07-18

a best book of the year npr vogue the huffington post the chicago review of books the national

post electric literature kirkus wields such a subtle and alien power wonderfully spooky jia tolentino

the new yorker a feminist manifesto threaded through imaginative fiction it s the most evocative

impressive collection i ve read this year daniel johnson the paris review from the acclaimed

author of mr splitfoot samantha hunt s first collection of stories the dark dark blends the literary

and the fantastic and brings us characters on the verge girls turning into women women turning

into deer people doubling or becoming ghosts and more step into the dark dark where an award

winning acclaimed novelist debuts her first collection of short stories and conjures entire

universes in just a few pages conjures splits in half mines for humor destroys with absurdity and

regenerates in prose that sparkles and haunts samantha hunt playfully pushes the bounds of the

expected and fills every corner with vibrant life imagining numerous ways in which the weird

might poke its way through the mundane each of these ten haunting inventive tales brings us to

the brink of creation mortality and immortality infidelity and transformation technological
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innovation and historical revision loneliness and communion and every kind of love laced with

lyricism hope hunt s characteristic sly wit and her unflinching gaze into the ordinary horrors of

human existence the dark dark celebrates the mysteries and connections that swirl around us it s

never all the same hunt tells us it changes a tiny bit every time see for yourself

Hunger 2023-08-31

a work of gorgeous enduring prose washington post luminously elegiac stories complex and

rueful gives voice to internal struggles catalogues of loss new york times book review a modern

classic of american fiction a haunting collection of stories that explore the lost loves and complex

desires of chinese american immigrant families the novella and five stories that make up this

collection tell of displaced lives and exiled imaginations far away from their ancestral home a

grandmother tells her granddaughters stories of their river ancestors having relocated to the

american midwest a young couple purposefully drive all remnants of their lives in china into the

shadows in the title novella a woman recounts her tragic marriage to an exiled musician whose

own disappointments nearly destroy their two daughters in exquisitely crisp spare and subtle

prose lan samantha chang untangles how an immigrant can hunger for love for acceptance and

for what they have left behind an undeniable classic of modern american literature hunger is a

haunting collection of stories suffused with quiet beauty and longing part of the pushkin press

classics series timeless storytelling by icons of literature hand picked from around the globe lan

samantha chang is the author of the award winning books hunger and inheritance and the novel

all is forgotten nothing is lost her work has been translated into nine languages and has been

chosen twice for the best american short stories a recent berlin prize winner she has received

creative writing fellowships from stanford university the radcliffe institute for advanced study the

guggenheim foundation and the national endowment for the arts samantha lives in iowa city

where she is director of the iowa writers workshop her most recent novel the family chao is also

published by pushkin press and was one of barack obama s books of summer 2022
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Dearest Samantha: I Love You!!!! 2012-08

you are deeply loved by god you are his precious child you are his beloved the god of the

universe longs to have a deep relationship with you he wants to walk with you to talk with you to

listen to your heart he wants to share in all of your joys and sorrows woven in this tender love

story are true stories of the author s experiences during her walk through the desert throughout

her difficult journey she encountered the father s love in incredible ways in the deepest of despair

he comforted her in his arms of love and provided for her every need dearest samantha i love

you is a love story written to capture the hearts of its readers within its pages are stories of

encouragement hope and indescribable joy its simple but profound message can be enjoyed

again and again

Samantha at Coney Island and a Thousand Other Islands (1911)

2008-06-01

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain

imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this

work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting

preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are

true to the original work

Cold Feet 2021-03-09

they both come home to largo ridge for different reasons can they leave the past behind and risk

their hearts again regina calls off her wedding at the last minute she couldn t marry a man she

loved but wasn t in love with only one man fell into that category buck however after their one

and only kiss years ago he d turned tail and run leaving her confused and heartbroken the last
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thing buck expects a few days after retiring from the military is to inherit a ski resort that solves

his problem of trying to decide what to do now that he s a civilian again but he also has to face

his ptsd and one big regret head on for six years his best friend s sister regina had been out of

sight but not quite out of buck s mind now with them both living in largo ridge again it s getting

harder to ignore the attraction growing stronger between them does buck have the courage to

stand up and love the woman his heart knows is his and will regina let him

The Road to Solace 2018-02-26

adam westfield is an ex friar just released from prison unsure of his destiny he roams america

hoping to find a purpose and forgiveness a widowed mother of two sage hammond is struggling

to keep her horse ranch afloat unable to find a ranch hand willing to work for meager wages she

s close to giving up then an answer to her prayers appears a quiet handsome stranger adam is

falling in love for the first time in his life however strange things begin to happen at the ranch

things that are putting sage and her children in danger and he finds he s willing to sell his soul to

protect them but will it be enough a man trying to overcome his past a woman trying to secure

her children s future can they both learn to live in the present and discover that second chances

do exist

Her Secret 2016-06-01

what a delight to discover samantha a cole s malone brothers i devoured this book and am

amazed to learn this was her first novel ever i m reading the second book now and am going to

be watching for more of samantha s brand of sexy romantic suspense in the future usa today

bestselling romance author kallypso masters to stay would risk both their lives to run would mean

leaving her heart behind on the run from dirty cops and ruthless drug dealers moriah bounces

from town to town state to state struggling to stay alive and steps ahead of the people chasing

her kc is on a two week leave from the navy when he arrives at his uncle s beach house to find
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a beautiful woman pointing a gun at his chest as the two become reluctant temporary

housemates kc offers to train moriah to defend herself but when her past catches up with her will

kc be able to accept the web of lies unraveling around her and will moriah be able to trust him

with her life malone brothers her secret book 1 her sleuth book 2 her savior book 3 coming soon

Hunger: A Novella and Stories 2009-09-08

a masterwork of enormous power min jin lee author of pachinko the searing debut of one of the

most influential writers in american letters hunger is a masterpiece a necessary haunting justin

torres author of we the animals a powerful exploration of the asian american experience hunger

weaves the forces of war and magic food and desire ghosts and family into poignant tales of love

and loss celebrated author lan samantha chang illuminates the lives of first generation

immigrants from china culturally and emotionally uprooted from their homeland who mistrust

connection even as they hunger for attachment and shows how their choices shape their children

the characters who inhabit this extraordinary collection a work of gorgeous enduring prose helen

c wan washington post are caught between the burden of their past and the fragility of their

unchartered future

Samantha 2004

it s been 11 years since a young actress was raped by half a dozen men on a hollywood set she

was never seen again now one by one the very same men who participated in the rape are

being slain racing against time masao masuto must uncover the killer s identity original

People's Paranormal - A Collection of Personal Experiences
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2010-08-26

second editionthis book contains a collection of paranormal experiences as told by real people

collected and organised by psychologist and paranormal investigator samantha brown this

collection shows the diversity of reports across the world and brings together people with similar

experiences to be included in the next people s paranormal collection e mail your story to

peoplesparanormal btinternet comfor more information about the author visit peoplesparanormal

co uk

21 Days of Healing 2021

a journal with blank pages including 21 stories from women and girls of their healing journey i

also includes 21 inspirational quotes

Faith In Hand 2022-02-25

a prevailing light over darkness this book is a non fictional story of intrigue mystery and

unimaginable accounts of my younger years through to adulthood experiencing times of

unthinkable events that will stretch your belief in all directions what initially seemed normal to an

innocent child soon became apparent that this was not the case these experiences didn t happen

to everyone this was not something that most people would encounter the paranormal intensity

became ever stronger leaving a troubled mind feelings of loneliness in a world that not all could

see and hear i was living in a world normally watched on a big screen but to me this was as real

as it gets bedtime brought its own horror keeping my family and faith close by i learnt to be

strong and stand firm in the adversity of fear this is my story about the visitations i ve had over

the years from the unknown realms known to us all as heaven and hell
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Before Ever After 2011-08-02

a smartly written romance mystery and historical adventure all wrapped up in a page turner that

will have you guessing until the very end adena halpern author of the ten best days of my life

three years after her husband max s death shelley feels no more adjusted to being a widow than

she did that first terrible day that is until the doorbell rings standing on her front step is a young

man who looks so much like max same smile same eyes same age same adorable bump in his

nose he could be max s long lost relation he introduces himself as paolo an italian editor of

american coffee table books and shows shelley some childhood photos paolo tells her that the

man in the photos the bearded man who paolo says is his grandfather though he never seems to

age is max her max and he is alive and well as outrageous as paolo s claims seem how could

her husband be alive and if he is why hasn t he looked her up shelley desperately wants to know

the truth she and paolo jet across the globe to track max down if it is really max along the way

shelley recounts the european package tour where they had met as she relives max s stories of

bloody parisian barricades medieval austrian kitchens and buried roman boathouses shelley

begins to piece together the story of who her husband was and what these new revelations

mean for her happily ever after and as she and paolo get closer to the truth shelley discovers

that not all stories end where they are supposed to

Flight to the Stars 2010

lambda literary award finalist a transgender reporter s powerful profoundly moving narrative tour

through the surprisingly vibrant queer communities sprouting up in red states new york times

book review offering a vision of a stronger more humane america ten years ago samantha allen

was a suit and tie wearing mormon missionary now she s a glaad award winning journalist

happily married to another woman a lot in her life has changed but what hasn t changed is her

deep love of red state america and of queer people who stay in so called flyover country rather
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than moving to the liberal coasts in real queer america allen takes us on a cross country road trip

stretching all the way from provo utah to the rio grande valley to the bible belt to the deep south

her motto for the trip something gay every day making pit stops at drag shows political rallies and

hubs of queer life across the heartland she introduces us to scores of extraordinary lgbt people

working for change from the first openly transgender mayor in texas history to the manager of the

only queer night club in bloomington indiana and many more capturing profound cultural shifts

underway in unexpected places and revealing a national network of chosen family fighting for a

better world real queer america is a treasure trove of uplifting stories and a much needed source

of hope and inspiration in these divided times

Real Queer America 2019-03-05

healthcare information technologies are now routinely deployed in a variety of healthcare contexts

these contexts differ widely but the smooth integration of it systems is crucial so the design

implementation and evaluation of safe effective efficient and easy to adopt health informatics

involves careful consideration of both human and organizational factors this book presents the

proceedings of the context sensitive health informatics cshi conference held in copenhagen

denmark in august 2013 the theme of this year s conference is human and sociotechnical

approaches the human factors approach is distinctly design driven and aims to optimize

performance safety and users sense of well being associated with their use of a system through

the application of user centered systems design and evaluation the papers and presentations

included here are grouped under the topics patients and it usability test and evaluation work

tasks and related contexts human factors and simulation and context and systems design and

outline theories and models for studying contextual issues and insights related to how health

information technologies can be better designed to accommodate different healthcare contexts

healthcare organizations health policy makers and regulatory bodies globally are starting to

acknowledge this essential role of human and organizational factors for safe and effective health
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information technology this book will be of interest to all those involved in improving the quality of

healthcare worldwide

Context Sensitive Health Informatics: Human and Sociotechnical

Approaches 2013-09-04

have you ever felt like a stranger in your own life after a cancer diagnosis at age 21 and many

subsequent experiences lived from a place of fear and anxiety author samantha paige did for far

too long over time she learned to regularly ask herself how can i own my life and make my life

my own by taking time for honest introspection and acknowledging these moments of disconnect

she began to make some significant decisions or last cuts to create a life with greater

congruence between her inner and outer worlds through her own process of healing paige

outlined seven universal steps to the last cut process in last cut she vulnerably shares from her

own story and frames these phases of self discovery and growth in a clear framework so that

anyone facing a moment of questioning within their own lives can relate to a shared journey

Last Cut 2019-09-17

this book contains a mixture of 50 different very short stories slice of life snippets short shorts

from a child s perspective samantha sat on an old park bench surrounded by daisies eating her

ice cream and swinging her feet the park bench said would you like to hear a story samantha

nodded yes please the bench said this used to be a farm and there was a schoolhouse over

there a boy and a girl would meet before class and share warm buttered bread from the bakery

sometimes after school they would have a picnic on the grass eating grapes and cheese and

crackers and often at night and under the stars they would kiss and hold each other for many

hours samantha smiled that s a nice story tell me another one and thus begins one minute

stories this digital book is a work of fiction by christian blake and is approximately 7 000 words in
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length excerpt 2 she likes pink bootsstacie slipped on the icy stairs at school in the early

afternoon she was lucky she didn t break an ankle the teacher said those pink shoes are

worthless in the ice and snow you should buy a pair of boots but boots were clunky and ugly

boots were for boys and stacie wasn t a boy her mother asked why won t you wear the snow

boots i bought you why do you insist on wearing the wrong shoes but her favorite shoes were

the right shoes they were pink with pink lace they were perfect mom i want to look like a girl not

a boy her mom finally understood and immediately took her to the shoe store the next day at

school stacie proudly showed her friends her new pink boots with slim pink laces and fluffy white

fur at the top 8 he wore blue shoes to schooldavid s dad wore fancy suits and colorful ties to

work every day he also wore shiny leather shoes brown shoes black shoes and on occasion a

pair of blue shoes with white laces david loved the blue shoes they had a fuzzy feel to them one

day he snuck his dad s blue shoes into his backpack and took them to school he asked the

teacher for the hall pass to use the restroom and he took the shoes with him and put them on

when he came back to class the other kids laughed and jeered but david didn t care he loved

those blue shoes when the teacher tried to take them off she couldn t they were stuck on his feet

david laughed they won t come off david said i squeezed super glue on the laces

One Minute Stories 2021-04-04

the path to success is rarely straightforward especially for women however with more female

trailblazers out there than ever before achieving their career goals in the worlds of fashion

entertainment business politics and beyond the game is being changed forever television

journalist samantha brett and global influencer steph adams have spent more than two decades

between them interviewing and profiling some of the most inspiring and successful women in the

world they quickly realised that these women had a few distinct qualities in common they are

fearless in their pursuits and unafraid to go after what they want and they do not let fear of failure

stop them and they know the importance of getting back up after you ve fallen down and of trying
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one more time even when it seems like every avenue has been exhausted in the game changers

samantha and steph have handpicked the world s most inspiring women and these women are

letting you into their worlds they are sharing their secrets to overcoming fears and challenges

and inspiring you to keep motivated no matter how tough things become this book features

exclusive first hand essays from the women you know and love you ll hear success secrets and

inspirational stories from the likes of meghan markle arianna huffington elle macpherson rachel

zoe sarah wilson and gwyneth paltrow and many many more become a game changer today

The Game Changers 2017-11-27

attention enter the captivating world of samantha s magical garden where young hearts yearning

for magical experiences will find a tapestry of wonder and delight on every page interest join

samantha a lively little child on an amazing trip as she finds a mystery seed that grows into an

unbelievable garden this engrossing children s book sets the mood for a magnificent journey by

inviting them to discover the marvels of friendship and the natural world desire benny the friendly

butterfly talking tulips and lively fairies may all be found among the blooming pages of the garden

for kids children are enthralled with samantha s stories of dancing daisies and giggly

grasshoppers and they want to join her in this realm of limitless imagination enchanting ponds

ethereal animals and petal walkways make it impossible to avoid experiencing the charm interest

young readers will turn each page with eager fingers as they explore the fascinating sunflower

labyrinth absorb the wisdom of the wise old oak and learn from the amusing frogs celebrate the

great finale with flowering endings that leave a lasting impression on young readers hearts and

harvest joy with samantha during the harvest moon festival in samantha s magical garden the

activity is not just reading the stories but also accepting the charms of compassion and goodwill

that are interwoven with each one as you follow samantha s experiences sow the seeds of

compassion imagination and friendship encouraging young hearts to blossom with optimism with

its interactive experience this storybook goes beyond the typical and encourages creativity and
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curiosity come along with samantha as she sows the seeds of happiness love and caring to

create a stunning tapestry that blooms beyond the pages samantha s magical garden is more

than just a children s book it s a doorway to a world where kids may help create amazing things

this book becomes a treasured friend encouraging a love of reading and nourishing the limitless

potential of young minds with its bright images and endearing stories a literary sanctuary where

children may dream study and develop is created by the engrossing trip that takes place in

samantha s garden this storybook is more than simply a book of stories it s a magical container

that provides a haven where ideas germinate and grow into an infinitely creative landscape

Samantha's Magical Garden 2024-03-16

95 million adults have a step relationship according to a 2011 report that s 95 million unexpected

experiences 95 million unique perspectives 95 million laughs 95 million tears and 95 million new

families blended explores stepfamilies from the inside out through the perspectives of thirty

writers who know what it s like first hand sometimes funny often poignant and always deeply

personal the stories in blended capture the essence of stepfamilies in all of their weird and

wonderful varieties the journeys range from the first encounters between new step relatives to

marriages honeymoons daily experiences and divorces the diverse voices in blended reflect the

realities of today s world in which yesterday s ideas of family structures and types just don t cut it

anymore parents children siblings aunts uncles grandparents cousins all of these relationships

change when families are melded into one and the writers of blended help explore the truth of

what these new relationships look like and especially feel like blended offers something for

everyone laughter wisdom empathy and guidance and above all the knowledge that you are not

alone
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Blended 2015-04-28

an enduring love story set against the spectacular backdrop of east and southern africa new york

and france and spanning decades are the very essence of this remarkable debut novel love

betrayal passion and death are woven into this romantic novel with exquisite skill a book to read

and to relish samantha ford is destined to become a contemporary romance bestseller with her

stories out of africa the love story a letter found by her daughter molly in an old chest on the

island of zanzibar reveals the secret of kate hope s glamorous but anguished past and the

reason for her sudden and unexplained disappearance ten years previously kate s lover and

business partner adam hamilton tormented by a terrifying secret he is willing to risk everything for

brutally ends his relationship with kate a woman is found murdered in a remote part of kenya

bringing tom fletcher to east africa to unravel the web of mystery and intrigue surrounding kate

the woman he loves but hasn t seen for over twenty years in zanzibar tom meets kate s daughter

molly with her help he pieces together the last years of her mother s life and his extraordinary

connection to it stories from africa when you read this book you will understand that samantha is

a very accomplished writer who describes human feelings only the way a woman can love and

passion sear through the pages as does a clear indication that she has lived in and experienced

love on the continent she adores africa is of course that continent and she has demonstrated that

she can describe east and southern africa in original and evocative terms she has been on many

safaris and observed first hand the lifestyles that she draws upon to write her stories from africa

fiction they may be but they give you an insight into the lives of the rich and powerful both at

work and at play this is a book to get lost in an absorbing story of suspense and intrigue and one

which it is hard to believe is a début novel but don t worry samantha has completed her second

novel the house called mbabati due to be released in june 2016 and has made a start on her

third so if you love this book you will not have too long to wait for another story out of africa
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The Zanzibar Affair 2011-10-24

a promise between best friends curt never thought he d be forced to keep a pledge to watch over

eric s family but an assassin made that vow a harsh reality eighteen months later he s still

keeping an eye on them but somewhere along the line his feelings for the pretty widow have

shifted dana had been both a mother and a father to her children during her husband s multiple

deployments but once he retired she d thought those days were over she was wrong while his

seal teammates have been there for her one of them stands above all the rest the man who is

slowly invading her dreams they started as friends but now both want more can they move past

the feeling that they re betraying a dead man by wanting each other or is eric always going to

stand between them

Whiskey Tribute 2019-08-15

retired navy seal and current private security operative ian sawyer had never expected to have a

child much less a wife but his beautiful angie has changed all that her due date is only days

away and his anticipation outweighs his anxiety thinking about holding his firstborn but as he s

learned the hard way life throws curveballs at the worst possible moment a frantic phone call in

the middle of the night is the beginning of ian s nightmare he has to wake his brothers and

teammates leave his wife s side and fly halfway around the world to save the only other woman

who could bring him to his knees his mother

Torn in Half 2018-03-06

a collection of five fun stories full of farm adventures beautifully illustrated they are perfect for

sharing with young children includes just over the hill the noisy noisy farm the big barnyard band

trouble on the farm and barnyard bedtime
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My First Farm Stories 2020-01-03

sam thought that she had already healed from her painful past the collapse of her dreams along

with the collapse of her marital life until her friend dave asked her to cater to them she did not

know that part of the menu was two men who would really test her heart based on a true story

samantha s heart depicts the plight of one woman in overcoming her past her insecurities and

her selfishness to experience love by giving readers a peak of what s going on in her heart

Samantha's Heart (English Version) 2020-06-25

blair lost the love of her life when her fiancé and father to their unborn child went missing and

was presumed dead returning to hazard falls she must plan for her baby s future without grant by

her side drake only intended to give his brother s baby a father but a marriage of convenience

grows into a genuine one when he and blair fall in love and welcome two more children into their

little family grant s love for blair was the only thing that kept him alive for six years in a north

korean prison camp until he was rescued but she now belongs to his brother a fact grant can t

bring himself to face when the woman he still loves and the son he s never met are in danger

grant must do everything he can to protect them but will his return to hazard falls destroy them

all or will grant have the chance to win blair s heart again this time sharing her with his brother

story contains mfm ménage relationship

Don't Shoot the Messenger 2020-03-30

one devastatingly deadly dominant meets one tiny baby his baby oh i loved this hero nonstop

suspense sinfully sensuous sex scenes and a captivating romance this book has it all new york

times and usa today bestselling author cherise sinclair marco is determined to stay single and

childless forever but sometimes life gives you what you never knew you wanted after months of

trying to contact marco harper finally admits she ll be raising her baby alone when harper is
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violently attacked the two are reluctantly thrown back together only to be embroiled in a web of

lies and deceit will they lose their child each other and their lives the trident security series

contains passionate romance nail biting suspense and happily ever afters

Watching From the Shadows 2020-08-25

using examples from the gamut of hospitality this book explores issues around people services

and spaces it covers management issues such as marketing human resources operations quality

management facilities management project management and strategy while considering

hospitality operations within their wider geo social and geo environmental settings this book

includes a range of important contemporary topics such as sustainability resilience and ethics

supported throughout by learning objectives case studies review questions links to videos and

further reading suggestions

Managing Hospitality Experiences 2017-02-25

from the author of the 1 new release jake the growling dog comes jake s next adventure jake is

off to daycare but he s worried about what s in store going somewhere new can be scary trying

something different even more how will he get ready and what will help him through what will

bring him comfort and help prepare him for something new follow jake a sweet kind and

misunderstood dog as he travels away from home for the first time jake loves his comfy bed

close friends and favorite trail but now he s off to doggy daycare for the first time he s worried

others won t like him and run away and he doesn t want to leave the place he knows best his

best friend neet is there to help him along with a surprise from his family but will jake overcome

his worries and have fun and is he the only one nervous about being in a new place kindness

comfort and aid from loved ones fill this tale with love and compassion looking for books about

new experiences and managing stress for kids jake the growling dog is a fun loving tale about

new adventures friendship handling stress and overcoming fear author and licensed educational
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counselor samantha shannon brings jake back for this second tale about a dog who is different

from other dogs and critters after making some new friends at home in his first book when others

began to see him as the sweet and kind dog he is despite his growly voice now jake s family

takes him somewhere new we ve all been nervous at one time or another about a new

experience and jake s tale not only shows kids that they aren t alone in having those butterflies

in their tummy it also gives them gentle ideas on how to handle those worries and fears while

having a blast with their favorite growly character and his furry friend includes conversation

starters and activities for children families schools and counselors to help with confidence stress

and preparing for new experiences this story is packed with loads of fun while also educating our

little ones that they can overcome fears and cope with stress in a variety of ways along with jake

s story this picture book also includes talking points about why trying new things is important

what stress is and how it makes us feel ways to cope with nerves and worries a child friendly

discussion prompt about mindfulness and a breathing activity these activities are perfect for

families schools and counselors to help children reduce stress and bring families and friends

closer together by encouraging healthy coping skills imagination and understanding of both the

mind and body a positive story to promote self confidence and empathy jake s story encourages

children to not only try new things for themselves but to also be kind to others who may be

nervous as well knowing they aren t alone and that others may need support encouragement or

a little kindness as well will help create a kinder world to appreciate differences and to find

connections these topics are discussed in subtle sweet and impactful ways for both young

readers and the supportive adults in their lives ages and grades while many kids in grades k 5

ages 6 11 will be able to read this story on their own or with assistance parents and

grandparents will enjoy reading the story to baby making it the perfect baby shower gift older

children and pre teens to adults will also appreciate the illustrations story discussion topics and

activities to do as a family or in schools and counseling offices the perfect gift need a gift for a

baby shower or birthday party jake the growling dog jake goes to doggy daycare is the perfect

gift for the mother to be a child s birthday party holiday s and graduations plus the ebook is free
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when you buy a print version

Jake the Growling Dog Goes to Doggy Daycare 2022-07

the write to happiness shows readers how to write fictional stories for real life transformation

The Write to Happiness

what happens in vegas stays in vegas or does it dominant mitch sawyer has been lusting after

submissive tori frejya since she first stepped into the private bdsm club he owns with his cousins

but he had waited too long to approach her and she now belongs to someone else while he

watches from afar when tori asks him for a favor that involves going to vegas with her and

dominant switch tyler ellis mitch can t say no after a night with tori and tyler that goes way out of

his comfort zone mitch is left confused and unsure for the first time in his life he now faces three

options but will he have the courage to choose the one he never knew he wanted

Option Number Three

unable to find a teaching job after her graduation jurnee happened on a chance opportunity to

teach english in a village in kerala india at a school managed by a family friend overcoming

anxiety self doubt and cultural differences she found a home in her new surroundings and formed

many friendships along the way including anooj now back in the us jurnee has landed her dream

teaching job but navigating a long distance relationship that spans the globe has proven itself

more difficult than she had anticipated follow along through meeting the parents breaking up

getting engaged and experience their wedding in tamil nadu firsthand based on the author s real

experiences you re sure to be on the edge of your seat
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